The Joy of Boogie and Blues Book 2

A colorful repertory of popular-style piano pieces in the easy-to-intermediate grades.
Selected and edited by Denes Agay.
The Joy of Boogie And Blues Book 2 is a collection of twenty-seven imaginative piano pieces in the popular idioms including Jazz, Ragtime, Rock, and, of course, Boogie and Blues. Some of these selections are modern settings of standards, ever-popular folk and blues melodies, others are original compositions inspired by and built on certain styles and elements of Jazz.

It should be noted that boogie, blues, and other styles of jazz are not only domains of the popular music field, but also important and typically American contributions to contemporary music in general. The teacher and student of piano will find in this volume a rich repertoire of attractive materials which can be integrated with the regular teaching fare with excellent results.

A few suggestions on performance: use little or no pedal at all, especially in the faster boogie pieces; keep a steady beat throughout, unless indicated otherwise, but don’t let your playing become stiff; let the music come through with a relaxed, natural lift and “swing.”
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Smoky on the Rocks

Moderately, with a strong beat

Gerald Martin
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Aunt Rhody Boogie

Lively boogie tempo
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The Boll Weevil Boogie

Moderately

Arr. by Denes Agay
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\( \textit{f with a hard touch} \)

boll wee-vil is a lit-tle black bug from Mex-i-co, dey say.

Gm6

Come all de way to Tex-as, and he

thought he'd bet-ter stay, jest a-look-in' for a home,

Jest a-look-in' for a home,
Jimmie Crack Corn Boogie

Gerald Martin
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Club Sayonara

Gently moving Am
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Strolling in the Moonlight

Slowly, with a gentle sway
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“Careless Love” Boogie

Moderately

Love, oh,

love, oh, care-less love,

Well it's love, oh,

love, oh, care-less love,

You see what

care-less love has done.
Sunrise Serenade

Slowly, with a firm beat

Frankie Carle
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* Optional part for a Second Player (Right Hand)
Ballad Improvisation
(“Go 'Way From My Window”)

Moderate strict tempo
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door; cresc. sempre

Go away, way, way from my
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Flamingo Bay
(Nocturne Tropicale)

Denes Agay
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Blackberry Jam

Moderate blues tempo

Erskine Butterfield
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Big-City Pastorale

Slowly, with a lilt
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The Easy Winners
A Ragtime Two-step

Scott Joplin

Not fast: Marked rhythm
Daffy Doodles

Lively vaudeville beat
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Darlin'

Slow Blues tempo
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If I'd a-known my cap-tain was blind,

B7 Em B7 Em

Dar-lin', Dar-lin',
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If I'd a-known my cap-tain was blind,
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Dar-lin', Dar-lin', If I'd a-known my cap-tain was blind

Em Emmaj7 G C#dim C Em Am Em B7 Em

Would-n't have gone to work till half past nine, Dar-lin, Dar-lin'.
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Blues Without Words

Denes Agay

Slowly, with feeling
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The Blues Ain’t Nothin’

Slowly
D

Folk Blues
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1. I’m gon-na build my-self a raft, 

And

Why

D7
G

float that river down. 

did you leave me blue. 

I’ll build my-self a

All I can do is

G7
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shack sit in and some old Tex-as cry for town. 

Cause the

Gmaj7
C9
E9
A7

blues ain’t noth-in’, No, the blues ain’t noth-in’, but a good man feel-in’

D

1.

2. Why
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The Joy Books
A continuing series of handsome editions encompassing a wide variety from the classics to jazz.
These large and colourful collections are edited by Denes Agay and others.

The Joy of Bach
A rich variety of original compositions by Johann Sebastian Bach and other members of the remarkable Bach family.

The Joy of Baroque
Easy-to-intermediate graded piano solos of rare and interesting 17th and 18th century keyboard works in authentic editions. Works by Bach, Couperin, Handel, Kirnberger, Krieger, Pachelbel, Purcell, Rameau, Scarlatti and others.

The Joy of Beethoven
A graded repertory of selected piano works in the easy-to-intermediate levels and arrangements from his symphonies and concertos.

The Joy of Boogie and Blues
Interesting piano solos in the easy-to-medium grades:

The Joy of Chopin
A repertory of his most popular masterpieces. Includes the famous waltzes, mazurkas, preludes, études, polonaises and the Fantaisie-Impromptu.
Compiled and edited by Denes Agay.

The Joy of Christmas
The best loved carols, hymns, songs and solos arranged for piano with words and chord names for playing and singing.

The Joy of Classics
Easy original piano pieces as written by the masters: Purcell, Bach, Handel, Telemann, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Weber, Chopin, Mendelssohn, Tchaikovsky, Volkman, and Liszt.

The Joy of Claude Debussy
Compiled by Denes Agay. Among the masterpieces published here are Clair de Lune, The Complete Children's Corner Suite, Suite Bergamasque, Pour le Piano.

The Joy of Claude Debussy
A rich variety of original compositions by Johann Sebastian Bach and other members of the remarkable Bach family.

The Joy of Having Fun at the Piano
Easy piano arrangements with words and chord names, arranged for playing and singing by Denes Agay. Popular, Standard, Folk Songs, and many more of the familiar favourites are included.

The Joy of Jazz
Easy-to-medium grade piano solos:
Ragtime, Dixieland, Blues, Boogie Woogie, Swing, Be Bop, 52nd Street, Rock and Roll, Modern Jazz and more of the great jazz standards.

The Joy of Mozart
A graded repertory of selected piano works in the easy-to-intermediate levels and arrangements from his piano concertos, operas and orchestral masterpieces.

The Joy of Organ Music
Easy arrangements for all organs with chord names and lyrics in an effective collection of favourite pieces, themes, folk, popular and standard songs. Arranged by Nelson Varon.

The Joy of Organ Music Book 2
A second book of favourite folk, popular and standard songs arranged for all organs with chord names and lyrics. Titles include La Cumparsita, Peter and the Wolf, Beautiful Dreamer, Mexican Hat Dance. Arranged by Kenneth Baker.

The Joy of Piano
Familiar melodies in easy arrangements by Denes Agay:
Clair de Lune, Fascination, Moscow Nights, The Whistler And His Dog, Pomp And Circumstance, Waltzes by Strauss and sixty-five more favourite pieces, themes, folk, popular and standard songs.

The Joy of Piano Duets
Familiar melodies in easy arrangements for one piano four hands: Careless Love, The Comedians' Galop, Fascination, Jamaica Farewell, Waltzes by Strauss and many more favourites arranged by Denes Agay.

The Joy of Ragtime
A graded collection of classic piano rags by Scott Joplin, James Scott, Joseph F. Lamb, Tom Turpin, Charles Hunter, Percy Wenrich and many others.

The Joy of Recital Tune
A graded collection of effective solos and duets in the easy-to-intermediate levels with original miniatures from Baroque to jazz, tasteful arrangements of popular themes and pieces ideally suited for the beginner's first recital.

The Joy of Romantic Piano
Two volumes of original piano solos. Rare and little-known works of the 19th and early-20th century Romantic masters.
Book One is graded easy-to-intermediate; Book Two, intermediate-to-early advanced.

The Joy of Sonatinas
Easy-to-intermediate grade sonatinas of the study literature, and numerous other delightful piano works, some printed for the first time in this country.

The Joy of Song
Easy piano arrangements with words and chord names, arranged for playing and singing by Denes Agay. Popular, Standard, Folk Songs, Barbershop, Gilbert and Sullivan, Christmas songs and many more of the familiar favourites are included.

The Joy of Boogie and Blues
Interesting piano solos in the easy-to-medium grades:

The Joy of Classical Piano
Easy original piano pieces as written by the masters: Purcell, Bach, Handel, Telemann, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Weber, Chopin, Mendelssohn, Tchaikovsky, Volkman, and Liszt.

The Joy of Christmas
The best loved carols, hymns, songs and solos arranged for piano with words and chord names for playing and singing.

The Joy of Classics
Easy original piano pieces as written by the masters: Purcell, Bach, Handel, Telemann, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Weber, Chopin, Mendelssohn, Tchaikovsky, Volkman, and Liszt.

The Joy of Claude Debussy
Compiled by Denes Agay. Among the masterpieces published here are Clair de Lune, The Complete Children's Corner Suite, Suite Bergamasque, Pour le Piano.

The Joy of Debussy
A rich variety of original compositions by Johann Sebastian Bach and other members of the remarkable Bach family.

The Joy of Fun at the Piano
Easy piano arrangements with words and chord names, arranged for playing and singing by Denes Agay. Popular, Standard, Folk Songs, and many more of the familiar favourites are included.

The Joy of Jazz
Easy-to-medium grade piano solos:
Ragtime, Dixieland, Blues, Boogie Woogie, Swing, Be Bop, 52nd Street, Rock and Roll, Modern Jazz and more of the great jazz standards.

The Joy of Mozart
A graded repertory of selected piano works in the easy-to-intermediate levels and arrangements from his piano concertos, operas and orchestral masterpieces.

The Joy of Organ Music
Easy arrangements for all organs with chord names and lyrics in an effective collection of favourite pieces, themes, folk, popular and standard songs. Arranged by Nelson Varon.

The Joy of Organ Music Book 2
A second book of favourite folk, popular and standard songs arranged for all organs with chord names and lyrics. Titles include La Cumparsita, Peter and the Wolf, Beautiful Dreamer, Mexican Hat Dance. Arranged by Kenneth Baker.

The Joy of Piano
Familiar melodies in easy arrangements by Denes Agay:
Clair de Lune, Fascination, Moscow Nights, The Whistler And His Dog, Pomp And Circumstance, Waltzes by Strauss and sixty-five more favourite pieces, themes, folk, popular and standard songs.

The Joy of Piano Duets
Familiar melodies in easy arrangements for one piano four hands: Careless Love, The Comedians' Galop, Fascination, Jamaica Farewell, Waltzes by Strauss and many more favourites arranged by Denes Agay.

The Joy of Ragtime
A graded collection of classic piano rags by Scott Joplin, James Scott, Joseph F. Lamb, Tom Turpin, Charles Hunter, Percy Wenrich and many others.

The Joy of Recital Tune
A graded collection of effective solos and duets in the easy-to-intermediate levels with original miniatures from Baroque to jazz, tasteful arrangements of popular themes and pieces ideally suited for the beginner's first recital.

The Joy of Romantic Piano
Two volumes of original piano solos. Rare and little-known works of the 19th and early-20th century Romantic masters.
Book One is graded easy-to-intermediate; Book Two, intermediate-to-early advanced.

The Joy of Sonatinas
Easy-to-intermediate grade sonatinas of the study literature, and numerous other delightful piano works, some printed for the first time in this country.

The Joy of Song
Easy piano arrangements with words and chord names, arranged for playing and singing by Denes Agay. Popular, Standard, Folk Songs, Barbershop, Gilbert and Sullivan, Christmas songs and many more of the familiar favourites are included.